Synthesis and biological evaluation of pro-drugs of GW196771, a potent glycine antagonist acting at the NMDA receptor.
GW196771 is a potent antagonist of the modulatory glycine site of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor exhibiting outstanding in vivo profile in different animal models of chronic pain. With the aim to maximize the drug delivery to the target organs a suitable "pro-drug approach" was attempted; in this regards two conjugates of GW196771 with nutrients actively transported into the brain, namely adenosine and glucose, were prepared and investigated. These compounds, were evaluated in vitro in terms of their stability in rat plasma and in vivo on rats. Although an improvement was observed in terms of brain penetration of the esters vs. the parent compound, the amount of the latter did not increase significantly, probably due to some degradation events in the brain, different from the expected ester hydrolysis, resulting in a reduced availability of GW196771.